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OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng support
Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is the simplest routing protocol for exchanging routing information
within an autonomous system (AS). Routing Information Protocol next generation (RIPng) is the latest
version of RIP for networks that are based on Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). Both protocols are
supported by the OMPROUTED server.
Note: By using the code examples, you agree to the terms of the “Code license and disclaimer
information” on page 9.

What’s new for V6R1
The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and Routing Information Protocol next generation (RIPng)
support includes a set of commands to configure your system as a participant in a RIP or RIPng
networking environment.

PDF file for OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng support
You can view and print a PDF file of this information.
To view or download the PDF version of this document, select RIP and RIPng support (about 600 KB).

Saving PDF files
To save a PDF on your workstation for viewing or printing:
1. Right-click the PDF link in your browser.
2. Click the option that saves the PDF locally.
3. Navigate to the directory in which you want to save the PDF.
4. Click Save.

Downloading Adobe® Reader
You need Adobe Reader installed on your system to view or print these PDFs. You can download a free
copy from the Adobe Web site (www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep.html)

.

OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng concepts
Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is the simplest routing protocol that uses a ″distance vector″
algorithm to determine the best routing path. It uses the number of hops, or hop count (also referred as
the metric) to determine the best possible route to a host or network. RIP is designed as an Interior
Gateway Protocol (IGP), a protocol for exchanging routing information within an autonomous system
(AS).
RIPng is the latest RIP version. It is a routing protocol that exchanges routing information used to
compute routes for IPv6 networks.
On a System i® platform, the OMPROUTED TCP/IP server provides support for the RIPng protocol, and
for old RIPv1 and RIPv2 protocols that are also supported by the Route Daemon (RouteD) server.
However, the RouteD server does not support RIPng to interact with IPv6 networks. You can use either
the RouteD server or the OMPROUTED server to handle the IPv4 RIP versions, but you cannot use both
of them at the same time.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2009
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Table 1. TCP/IP protocols supported by the OMPROUTED and RouteD server
TCP/IP protocols

OMPROUTED server

RouteD server

RIPv1

Support

Support

RIPv2

Support

Support

RIPng

Support

No support

OSPF Version 2 (IPv4)

Support

No support

OSPF Version 3 (IPv6)

Support

No support

Because there is no tool or automatic process available for exporting a RouteD configuration to an
OMPROUTED RIP configuration, you must use CL commands to configure the OMPROUTED server for
RIP and RIPng.
Related information
Open Shortest Path First support
RouteD

RIP interfaces
For i5/OS®, a RIP interface is an Internet address that represents a logical TCP/IP connection that is
associated with an existing i5/OS line description. The IP address of the associated interface is the one
that is configured as the RIP interface.
Use the Add RIP Interface (ADDRIPIFC) command to set the different parameters needed by the
OMPROUTED server to identify an interface as an usable RIP interface. For i5/OS, the RIP interface
identifier is an IPv4 address, an IPv6 address, or an alias name. For IPv4, the RIP interface identifier can
also be a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) profile name.
RIPv1 (IPv4) uses broadcast messages to communicate with other routers. RIPv2 (IPv4) uses multicast
functions when interfaces are attached to broadcast networks, such as Ethernet. For all RIP routers, these
interfaces are joined to multicast address 224.0.0.9. Only the packets that are destined for the 224.0.0.9 IP
address are received by interfaces that are joined to the multicast IP address. RIPng (IPv6) uses ff02::9 for
the multicast address.
To identify i5/OS TCP/IP interfaces that are valid RIP interfaces, use NETSTAT OPTION(*IFC) for IPv4,
or use NETSTAT OPTION(*IFC6) for IPv6. If multiple RIP interface identifiers that belong to a common
subnet are added to a RIP configuration, only one interface actually exchanges RIP information.
Related reference
“OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng commands” on page 8
Use control language (CL) commands to manage RIP attributes, interfaces, filters, accepted
unconditional routes, and ignore neighbors. The CL configuration supports both RIP for IPv4 and
RIPng for IPv6.

Point-to-point links for RIP
A point-to-point connection is a serial link that connects two routers, making them RIP neighbors.
Point-to-point connections are supported for i5/OS in a RIP environment.
To configure RIP point-to-point links, a connection profile or a line description that represents a
connection to a modem resource is required. The modem is in leased or switched mode.
Use the Add RIP Interface (ADDRIPIFC) command to add point-to-point interfaces to a RIP configuration
by specifying the interface identifier (IFC) parameter, where connection_profile_name represents an existing
profile from the connection profiles list:
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ADDRIPIFC IFC(connection_profile_name)
You can use the Work with Point-to-Point TCP/IP (WRKTCPPTP) command to identify the existing PPP
profile names for RIP interfaces. It is not required that a connection profile is active when a point-to-point
connection is added to a configuration, but the connection profile must be active when the OMPROUTED
RIP server is started.
Related information
Remote Access Services: PPP connections

Send only
You can specify the Send only parameter in some RIP commands to include only certain types of routes
in advertisements that are sent over RIP interfaces.
v To apply the Send only function to all RIP interfaces, specify the Send only parameter in the Change
RIP Attributes (CHGRIPA) command:
CHGRIPA SNDONLY(send_only_value)
v To apply the Send only function to only a specific interface, specify the Send only parameter in the
Add RIP Interfaces (ADDRIPIFC) command or the Change RIP Interfaces (CHGRIPIFC) command:
–
ADDRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID) SNDONLY(send_only_value)
In this command, the IFC_ID represents a valid interface identifier.
–
CHGRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID) SNDONLY(send_only_value)
In this command, the IFC_ID represents an interface identifier that is already added to the
configuration.
Related reference
“OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng commands” on page 8
Use control language (CL) commands to manage RIP attributes, interfaces, filters, accepted
unconditional routes, and ignore neighbors. The CL configuration supports both RIP for IPv4 and
RIPng for IPv6.

Default routes
The default route is used when the IP destination address for an incoming packet does not exist in that
system, so the packet is forwarded to the default route. The OMPROUTED server sends the default
routes based on some global parameters from the Change RIP Attributes (CHGRIPA) command.
A default route, also known as the gateway of last resort, is the route used by the router when the IP
destination address from a certain packet is unknown.
For IPv4, the default route is 0.0.0.0/0. The OMPROUTED server sends the default routes based on these
global parameters from the Change RIP Attributes (CHGRIPA) command: Condition (COND), Accept
default (ACPDFT), and Cost (COST).
For IPv6, the default route is ::/0. The OMPROUTED server sends the default routes based on these
global parameters from the Change RIP Attributes (CHGRIPA) command: IPv6 Condition (IP6COND),
IPv6 Accept default (IP6ACPDFT), and IPv6 Cost (IP6COST).
Related reference
“OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng commands” on page 8
Use control language (CL) commands to manage RIP attributes, interfaces, filters, accepted
unconditional routes, and ignore neighbors. The CL configuration supports both RIP for IPv4 and
RIPng for IPv6.
OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng support
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RIP accepted routes
A network, a subnet (for IPv4), a prefix (for IPv6), or a host route (for both IPv4 and IPv6) can be
accepted independently, regardless of whether its corresponding interface has the reception parameter
enabled. If your RIP interface is configured not to receive any host routes, you can use the Add RIP
Accepted Routes (ADDRIPACP) command to receive a host route as an exception.
For example, you can configure a RIP interface to reject any host routes by setting the Receive dynamic
hosts (RCVDYNHOST) parameter to *NO, and to accept only a certain host route by using the
ADDRIPACP command.
ADDRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID) RCVDYNHOST(*NO)
ADDRIPACP ADDR(9.9.9.9)
The IFC_ID in the sample command represents a valid interface identifier. After running these
commands, your system rejects all host routes that are received by the RIP interface (IFC_ID) except for
the host route 9.9.9.9. Any other host routes that are received by the RIP interface are discarded.
Related reference
“OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng commands” on page 8
Use control language (CL) commands to manage RIP attributes, interfaces, filters, accepted
unconditional routes, and ignore neighbors. The CL configuration supports both RIP for IPv4 and
RIPng for IPv6.

RIP filters
You can configure a RIP filter for OMPROUTED to send only certain RIP routing information to other
routers, or to accept only certain information from other routers.
By using RIP filters, you can limit the amount of RIP routing information that is sent to the network, or
that is maintained by the OMPROUTED server, or both of them. In addition, you can use RIP filters to
hide destination addresses from portions of the network.

Global filters
A global filter is the filter that applies to all RIP interfaces that you have configured. Global filters are set
to be stand-alone in the OMPROUTED configuration file. To configure a global filter, you must set the
Filter type parameter to no send (*NOSND) or no receive (*NORCV) in the ADD RIP Filter (ADDRIPFLT)
command.
For example, if you want to hide the network 9.0.0.0 from other routers, you can configure a no send
(*NOSND) global filter in the OMPROUTED configuration file:
ADDRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID)
ADDRIPFLT DEST(’9.0.0.0’) TYPE(*NOSND) SUBNETMASK(’255.0.0.0’)
The IFC_ID in the preceding command represents a valid interface identifier.

Interface filters
An interface filter is the filter that links to a specific RIP interface. To configure an interface filter, you
must specify the RIP filter parameters when you add a RIP interface using the Add RIP Interface
(ADDRIPIFC) command, or change a RIP interface using the Change RIP Interface (CHGRIPIFC)
command.
For example, when you add a RIP interface and you want to hide the network 9.0.0.0 to the routers that
are being communicated through this interface, use this command:
ADDRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID) FILTER((’9.0.0.0’ *NOSND ’255.0.0.0’))
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The IFC_ID in the preceding command represents a valid interface identifier.

Blackhole filters
If you set the Destination route parameter to *IPv4 or *IPv6 in the global RIP filters commands
(ADDRIPFLT, CHGRIPFLT, and RMVRIPFLT), or to an asterisk (*) in the RIP interface commands
(ADDRIPIFC, CHGRIPIFC, and RMVRIPIFC), the filter that you are configuring is called a blackhole
filter. A blackhole filter matches any destination and can filter all routes that are sent or received over the
RIP interfaces. You must use the blackhole filters with either the additional send or receive filters to allow
receive, or advertise certain routes over an interface or a set of interfaces
For example, you can use the following commands to create a global blackhole filter for IPv4:
ADDRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID)
ADDRIPFLT DEST(*IPV4) TYPE(*NOSND)
You can use the following command to create an interface blackhole filter:
ADDRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID) FILTER((* *NORCV))
In the preceding commands, the IFC_ID represents a valid interface identifier.
Note: For the interface blackhole filters, the only values that you can use for the Filter type parameter is
no receive (*NORCV) or no send (*NOSND). Otherwise, an error is sent to the user job log.
Related reference
“OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng commands” on page 8
Use control language (CL) commands to manage RIP attributes, interfaces, filters, accepted
unconditional routes, and ignore neighbors. The CL configuration supports both RIP for IPv4 and
RIPng for IPv6.

Ignored RIP neighbors
If a router is configured as an ignored RIP neighbor, all RIP information table messages that are received
from that router are blocked. Even though the incoming messages are blocked, the OMPROUTED server
is still able to send routes to those neighbors. The ignored RIP neighbor configuration serves as a RIP
input filter.
For example, you can use these commands to reject all RIP information received from the neighbor router
9.1.1.1.
ADDRIPIFC IFC(IFC_ID)
ADDRIPIGN ADDR(’9.1.1.1’)
In the preceding commands, the IFC_ID represents a valid interface identifier.

OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng support tasks
Use this information to configure your system to participate in a RIP or RIPng network.

Enabling TCP/IP for RIP and RIPng on i5/OS
The i5/OS TCP/IP interface must be enabled before using RIP or RIPng.
To enable TCP/IP for RIP or RIPng, follow these steps:
1. Use the various options of the Configure TCP/IP (CFGTCP) command to establish and start a TCP/IP
interface.
2. Configure a RIP or RIPng interface based on the TCP/IP interface that you have configured.

OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng support
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For detailed information about how to configure a RIP interface, see the Configuring i5/OS for RIP
and RIPng networking topic.
3. Use the Start TCP/IP Server (STRTCPSVR) command to start the server:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*OMPROUTED) INSTANCE(*RIP)
This command submits the QTOOROUTE job in the QSYSWRK subsystem. If you issue this command
when the QTOOROUTE job is active, a message is sent to the user job log. The *RIP value for the
INSTANCE parameter specifies that the server only starts the RIP protocol. If you omit the
INSTANCE parameter, both the OSPF and RIP protocols are started.
Once the OMPROUTED RIP server is active, use the following information to end or to restart the server,
as needed.
v End a RIP or RIPng function using the following command:
ENDTCPSVR SERVER(*OMPROUTED) INSTANCE(*RIP)
This command ends only the RIP or RIPng function from the QTOOROUTE job. The job is still active
under the QSYSWRK subsystem.
If you omit the INSTANCE parameter, the QTOOROUTE job is ended. Therefore, both the OSPF and
RIP protocols are ended immediately.
v Restart the OMPROUTED server using the following command:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*OMPROUTED) RESTART(*OMPROUTED) INSTANCE(*RIP)
This command resubmits the QTOOROUTE job in the QSYSWRK subsystem. It reprocesses both the
configuration and the index file to synchronize them. Unpredictable results occurs if these files are not
synchronized. Importing only the config file from another system, for example, can cause the files to be
desynchronized, and require that the server is restarted.
If you omit the INSTANCE parameter, the config and index files for both the OSPF and RIP protocols
are reprocessed. Therefore, both protocols are ended and started again.
Related tasks
“Configuring i5/OS for RIP and RIPng networking”
An OMPROUTED RIP or RIPng configuration can be as simple as a configuration with a RIP
interface, or as complex as a configuration with RIP interfaces, ignored RIP neighbors, RIP accepted
routes, and RIP filters.
Related information
TCP/IP setup
End TCP/IP Server (ENDTCPSVR)
Start TCP/IP Server (STRTCPSVR)

Configuring i5/OS for RIP and RIPng networking
An OMPROUTED RIP or RIPng configuration can be as simple as a configuration with a RIP interface, or
as complex as a configuration with RIP interfaces, ignored RIP neighbors, RIP accepted routes, and RIP
filters.
Before you can configure RIP or RIPng for your system, you must establish and start TCP/IP interfaces.
See the TCP/IP setup topic for how to configure a TCP/IP interface.
The following sample IPv4 network includes one system that runs the RIP protocol, and three RIP
routers, Reds, Twins, and Yankees, that are connected to the system.
Note: By using the code examples, you agree to the terms of the “Code license and disclaimer
information” on page 9.
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Figure 1. A RIP network configuration

Follow these steps to configure the system to participate in the RIP network.
1. Add RIP interfaces
Use the Add RIP Interface (ADDRIPIFC) command to add the interfaces 192.168.12.65, 192.168.12.195,
192.168.83.1, 172.17.1.1, and 172.17.2.1 to the RIP routing protocol. These interfaces are already
configured as TCP/IP interfaces. Set the Send default routes (SNDDFTRTE), Send static routes
(SNDSTTRTE), and Send host routes (SNDHOSTRTE) parameters to *YES.
ADDRIPIFC IFC(’192.168.12.65’) SNDDFTRTE(*YES) SNDSTTRTE(*YES) SNDHOSTRTE(*YES)
ADDRIPIFC IFC(’192.168.12.195’) SNDDFTRTE(*YES) SNDSTTRTE(*YES) SNDHOSTRTE(*YES)
ADDRIPIFC IFC(’192.168.83.1’) SNDDFTRTE(*YES) SNDSTTRTE(*YES) SNDHOSTRTE(*YES)
ADDRIPIFC IFC(’172.17.1.1’) SNDDFTRTE(*YES) SNDSTTRTE(*YES) SNDHOSTRTE(*YES)
ADDRIPIFC IFC(’172.17.2.1’) SNDDFTRTE(*YES) SNDSTTRTE(*YES) SNDHOSTRTE(*YES)
2. Add ignored RIP neighbors
You might want to block the RIP information that is received from the Reds router for security
reasons. Use the Add Ignored RIP Neighbor (ADDRIPIGN) command to isolate the Reds router:
ADDRIPIGN ADDR(’192.168.83.244’)
3. Add RIP accepted routes
By default, the Receive dynamic hosts (RCVDYNHOST) parameter of the ADDRIPIFC command is set
to *NO. System A (RIP interface 172.17.1.1) is originally configured to reject any host routes. You
might want to receive only the host route 172.17.3.1 if it’s available (in this case, it’s a route stored in
Twins). Use the Add RIP Accepted Routes (ADDRIPACP) command to complete the task.
ADDRIPACP ADDR(’172.17.3.1’)
4. Add RIP filters
Your system can ignore a certain subnet route regardless of where it comes from. For example, you
might want your system to receive any routes coming from the Yankees router, but reject any
172.17.5.X routes. Configure a no receive global filter by using the ADD RIP Filter (ADDRIPFLT)
command to ignore the 172.17.5.X routes:
ADDRIPFLT DEST(’172.17.5.0’) TYPE(*NORCV)

OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng support
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To identify i5/OS TCP/IP interfaces that can be configured as RIP interfaces, use NETSTAT
OPTION(*IFC) for IPv4, or use NETSTAT OPTION(*IFC6) for IPv6. See the Enabling TCP/IP for RIP and
RIPng on i5/OS topic for starting and stopping TCP/IP information.
Related tasks
“Enabling TCP/IP for RIP and RIPng on i5/OS” on page 5
The i5/OS TCP/IP interface must be enabled before using RIP or RIPng.
Related information
Configuring i5/OS for OSPF networking
TCP/IP setup

OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng commands
Use control language (CL) commands to manage RIP attributes, interfaces, filters, accepted unconditional
routes, and ignore neighbors. The CL configuration supports both RIP for IPv4 and RIPng for IPv6.

CL commands
The Configure Routing Protocols (CFGRTG) command displays a list of all the RIP commands on a
system.
Table 2. CL commands and supported functions for RIP
CL name

CL command

Function

Change RIP Attributes

CHGRIPA

Set general RIP attributes.

Display RIP

DSPRIP

Show the current RIP configuration.

Add RIP Interface

ADDRIPIFC

Add interfaces for RIP.

Remove RIP Interface

RMVRIPIFC

Remove interfaces for RIP.

Change RIP Interface

CHGRIPIFC

Change interfaces for RIP.

Add RIP Accepted Route

ADDRIPACP

Add unconditional routes for RIP.

Remove RIP Accepted Route

RMVRIPACP

Remove unconditional routes for RIP.

Add RIP Filter

ADDRIPFLT

Add filters for RIP.

Change RIP Filter

CHGRIPFLT

Change filters for RIP.

Remove RIP Filter

RMVRIPFLT

Remove filters for RIP.

Add Ignored RIP Neighbor

ADDRIPIGN

Add ignored RIP neighbors.

Remove Ignored RIP Neighbor

RMVRIPIGN

Remove ignored RIP neighbors.

Display RIP command
The Display RIP (DSPRIP) command displays the RIP configuration that is set in the configuration file.
The DSPRIP command shows all the RIP configuration by calling all the panels in the following
sequence:
1. Display RIP Information
2. Display RIP Interfaces
3. Display Accepted Routes
4. Display RIP filters
5. Display Ignored RIP Neighbors
The panels also have options to verify the RIPng configuration.
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Code license and disclaimer information
IBM grants you a nonexclusive copyright license to use all programming code examples from which you
can generate similar function tailored to your own specific needs.
SUBJECT TO ANY STATUTORY WARRANTIES WHICH CANNOT BE EXCLUDED, IBM, ITS
PROGRAM DEVELOPERS AND SUPPLIERS MAKE NO WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND
NON-INFRINGEMENT, REGARDING THE PROGRAM OR TECHNICAL SUPPORT, IF ANY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES IS IBM, ITS PROGRAM DEVELOPERS OR SUPPLIERS LIABLE FOR
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING, EVEN IF INFORMED OF THEIR POSSIBILITY:
1. LOSS OF, OR DAMAGE TO, DATA;
2. DIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY ECONOMIC
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES; OR
3. LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS, REVENUE, GOODWILL, OR ANTICIPATED SAVINGS.
SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF DIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO SOME OR ALL OF THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS
OR EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

OMPROUTED RIP and RIPng support
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Appendix. Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries.
Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and services currently available in
your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that
only that IBM product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program,
or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is
the user’s responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or
service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this
document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents. You can send
license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual Property
Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM World Trade Asia Corporation
Licensing
2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106-0032, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where such
provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some
states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this
statement may not apply to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication.
IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of
the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the
exchange of information between independently created programs and other programs (including this
one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Corporation
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2009
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Software Interoperability Coordinator, Department YBWA
3605 Highway 52 N
Rochester, MN 55901
U.S.A.
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases,
payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for it are provided
by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement,
IBM License Agreement for Machine Code, or any equivalent agreement between us.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the
results obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may have
been made on development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the
same on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been estimated through
extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for their
specific environment.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their
published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products and
cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM
products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of
those products.
All statements regarding IBM’s future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without
notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
All IBM prices shown are IBM’s suggested retail prices, are current and are subject to change without
notice. Dealer prices may vary.
This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to change before the
products described become available.
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate
them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an
actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate programming
techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs
in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing
application programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating platform for
which the sample programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all
conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these
programs.
Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must include a copyright
notice as follows:
© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample Programs. ©
Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights reserved.
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color illustrations may not appear.
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Programming interface information
This Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) support publication documents intended Programming Interfaces
that allow the customer to write programs to obtain the services of IBM i5/OS.

Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States,
other countries, or both:
i5/OS
IBM
IBM (logo)
System i
Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks
of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States, and/or other countries.
IT Infrastructure Library is a registered trademark of the Central Computer and Telecommunications
Agency which is now part of the Office of Government Commerce.
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Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its
subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.
Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the
United States, other countries, or both.
ITIL is a registered trademark, and a registered community trademark of the Office of Government
Commerce, and is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
Cell Broadband Engine and Cell/B.E. are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc., in the
United States, other countries, or both and is used under license therefrom.
Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other
countries, or both.
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries.
Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.

Terms and conditions
Permissions for the use of these publications is granted subject to the following terms and conditions.
Personal Use: You may reproduce these publications for your personal, noncommercial use provided that
all proprietary notices are preserved. You may not distribute, display or make derivative works of these
publications, or any portion thereof, without the express consent of IBM.
Commercial Use: You may reproduce, distribute and display these publications solely within your
enterprise provided that all proprietary notices are preserved. You may not make derivative works of
these publications, or reproduce, distribute or display these publications or any portion thereof outside
your enterprise, without the express consent of IBM.
Appendix. Notices
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Except as expressly granted in this permission, no other permissions, licenses or rights are granted, either
express or implied, to the publications or any information, data, software or other intellectual property
contained therein.
IBM reserves the right to withdraw the permissions granted herein whenever, in its discretion, the use of
the publications is detrimental to its interest or, as determined by IBM, the above instructions are not
being properly followed.
You may not download, export or re-export this information except in full compliance with all applicable
laws and regulations, including all United States export laws and regulations.
IBM MAKES NO GUARANTEE ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THESE PUBLICATIONS. THE
PUBLICATIONS ARE PROVIDED ″AS-IS″ AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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